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Objective

Proven record of integrating technology and data sources to collect, exploit, analyze, interpret, 
and disseminate more than comprehensive intelligence reports and requests.

Skills

Equipment Operator, Backhoe, Excavator, Forklift.

Work Experience

Marine
ABC Corporation  1993 – 2013 
 Provided training on proper food preparation and sanitation practices for all staff members.
 Expert skills with all kitchen appliances including meat cutters, slicer, buffalo chopper, grills, 

fryers, and large convection ovens.
 Provided meals for field Marines in large quantities with zero deficiencies.
 Provided weekly inventory for food purchases and stock orders.
 Followed commands to complete the training requirements of a Marine recruit.
 Supervised and lead squadron and platoon during basic training exercises.
 Shot expert on the rifle ranged and attained a tan belt in MCMAP.

Marine
ABC Corporation  1988 – 1993 
 I started and ended my time as a computer help desk tech.
 Fixing software issues, running cables, and fixing minor hardware issues.
 In between that I was a Company Clerk.
 Would make rosters for training events, keep accountability of all the Marines in our 

Company, and get extra equipment ready for different things.
 I was able to teach junior Marines how to deal with certain task that i was left with so they 

could take over my job.
 Skills Used Microsoft Office skills are exceptionally well.
 Organizing and keeping track many different items..

Education

General Studies - 1985(Strongsville High - Strongsville, OH)
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